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Dynamic interpersonal therapy (DIT) is a brief manualised psychodynamic intervention for depression. This is a first study exploring clients’ experiences of DIT specifically and brief, manualised psychodynamic psychotherapy (PP) in general. Interpretative phenomenological analysis was the methodology employed. Five participants completed a semi-structured interview, three weeks to ten months after completing DIT. The scores of pre- and post-therapy outcome measures of depression and anxiety were also available. Two emerging superordinate themes are presented here: (1) ‘The Distinct Features of DIT’, referring to how its therapeutic style and time limitations were experienced and (2) the ‘Impact of Therapy’, referring to perceived outcomes. While previous findings showed that therapist’s perceived limited activity in long-term PP was experienced as hindering/unhelpful, the perceived sense of direction in DIT appeared adequate to most participants. Secondly, the time limitations provoked complex responses. Reactions to the distinct elements of DIT are to be treated both as therapeutic opportunities and as challenges. Further, in line with psychoanalytic theory, most participants described relational changes that went beyond symptom relief and remained in progress after therapy ended. Intriguingly, there was no consistency between participants’ qualitative accounts of change and the scores of the outcome measures.
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Depression is a complex and heterogeneous condition mainly characterised by low mood and/or inability to feel pleasure (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence [NICE, 2009]). Depression impairs social functioning, carries a risk for suicide and has a relapsing nature (Carr & McNulty, 2006). It also presents a high-comorbidity with other psychological disorders, with more than...
half of individuals presenting with depression also meeting criteria for anxiety disorders (Kessler et al., 2003). As a response to the high rates of individuals suffering from psychological problems, mainly depression and anxiety, the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme was introduced to increase access to high-quality psychological interventions in England’s National Health Service (NHS) (Department of Health [DoH], 2008a). As a result of the strong commitment of IAPT to evidence-based interventions (NICE, 2009), cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), the therapy with the largest evidence base (Roth & Fonagy, 2005), has been by far the most widely available intervention in IAPT services. More recently, dynamic interpersonal therapy (DIT), a manualised, brief (16 sessions) psychodynamic intervention for depression (Lemma, Target, & Fonagy, 2010) was also introduced in IAPT for reasons explained below. This article presents a qualitative study of clients’ experiences of DIT.

Introducing DIT to IAPT

DIT was introduced in IAPT for several reasons. Firstly, the need to offer a range of psychological interventions instead of a ‘one size fits all’ approach is increasingly recognised (DoH, 2010). Indeed, the UK Clinical Guidelines (NICE, 2009) for the management and treatment of adults with depression recommend brief psychodynamic therapy as an alternative to CBT, the first-line psychological intervention for depression. Secondly, in some controlled trials examining the efficacy of CBT, approximately only 50% of clients recover fully, while dropouts are frequent (Churchill et al., 2001; Hans & Hiller, 2013), which suggests that there are many clients who may not benefit from CBT. There is no robust evidence to guide systematic allocation of clients with depression to different treatment modalities (Roth & Fonagy, 2005). However by delivering and evaluating a range of talking therapies, the body of knowledge in this area can be enhanced.

DIT: core features

The development of DIT relied on a distillation of the active ingredients of other evidence-based, manualised, psychoanalytic/psychodynamic interventions (Lemma, Roth, & Pilling, 2008). In addition to the pragmatic reasons underlying its development, DIT has distinct theoretical and technical components, as described in detail in the following account.

Although DIT shares an emphasis on the interpersonal elements of depression with interpersonal therapy (IPT), which is another 16-session manualised intervention for depression offered in IAPT, the two therapies are significantly different. The IPT emphasises the links between depressive symptoms and social functioning, while DIT pays more attention to unconscious factors (Lemma, Target, & Fonagy, 2011a).

The theoretical underpinnings of DIT are embedded in the concepts of attachments (Bowlby, 1969/1982) and mentalisation (capacity for reflective functioning; Fonagy & Target, 1997), and in object relations (Glickauf-Hughes, &
Wells, 1997) and Sullivan’s (1953) interpersonal theory. DIT focuses on: (1) the identification of an unconscious, repetitive pattern of relating connected to the presenting depressive symptoms and (2) the enhancement of the patient’s capacity for mentalisation (Lemma et al., 2010).

In contrast to long-term psychodynamic/psychoanalytic psychotherapy (PP), in DIT the therapeutic stance is fairly active and the emphasis is on the here-and-now. Indeed the therapy is structured around the identification and exploration of an interpersonal-affect focus (IPAF), which conceptualises how a certain unconscious conflict is linked to depressive symptoms. (Lemma et al., 2011a).

DIT: current and future research activity
Relevant research on DIT to date has been limited to a pilot study, which mainly assessed its acceptability and effectiveness (Lemma, Target, & Fonagy, 2011b). In that study, fourteen of the sixteen participants completed the whole course of DIT. Almost 70% of the participants scored at or below the clinical cut-off for depression and anxiety at the end of therapy. Qualitative data also suggested that clients found the treatment acceptable and relevant to their problems (Lemma et al., 2011b).

Rationale for the current study
Although an RCT on DIT is currently being conducted, a qualitative study of DIT could provide complementary information to the RCT, including information about the processes and possible active ingredients of therapy and clients’ experiences of DIT. Additionally, to our knowledge, there are no previous qualitative studies of clients’ experiences of brief manualised PP (Leonidaki, in preparation). This is a gap in the literature as the qualitative findings regarding long-term PP (e.g. Lilliengren & Werbart, 2005; Palmstierna & Werbart, 2013) are not transferrable to brief PP, which is meant to have distinct goals and technical elements.

Current study
The current study uses qualitative methodology to explore the following questions:

- How did clients experience DIT, especially its brief nature?
- How did clients make sense of the possible impact of DIT on their difficulties and lives?

Method
Ethical approval
Full ethical approval was granted from the NHS Research Ethical Committee (reference number: 11/LO/1240).
Design
The qualitative helpful factors design (QHFD) guided the design of the current study. This is a methodological paradigm, used in psychotherapy process research, where clients are asked directly about the psychological intervention received via the use of open-ended questionnaires and/or interviews, and systematic methods of data analysis are employed (Elliott, 2010).

This study employed IPA, which is a particular stance towards conducting qualitative research and analysis (Larkin, Watts, & Clifton, 2006). IPA, concerned with what a particular experience is like for an individual in a specific context (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009), suited the aim of this study. Indeed, Smith et al. (2009) recommend IPA for exploring significant experiences that initiate reflection, such as those of therapy. Importantly, IPA allows an insider’s perspective that goes beyond a descriptive level of analysis (Larkin et al., 2006).

Researchers
The first author and primary investigator, a trainee clinical psychologist at the time of this study, has had an interest in psychoanalysis, but also in other models of therapy. The second author is a psychoanalyst and one of the authors of the DIT manual. The third author, an experienced qualitative researcher and clinical psychologist, mainly delivers non-psychodynamic interventions.

Participants
Participants were recruited from an NHS psychological therapy service in a highly diverse area of London. The service operated using the IAPT model, as described by the DoH (2008b). Potential participants were given information about the study to help them decide about participating. At the time of the project, the service had five employed part-time DIT therapists, equal to two full-time staff. All the clinicians had similar experience and qualifications.

In line with IPA principles, the current study sought a purposive, homogeneous sample (Smith et al., 2009). Purposive sampling refers to a systematic selection of participants who will generate rich data about an investigated phenomenon. Homogeneity in IPA serves the purpose of gaining increased insight into the perspective of a phenomenon by focusing on only a part of the total population. Here, the criteria for homogeneity focused mainly on the nature and severity of the client’s clinical difficulties, as these factors were clearly expected to influence the experience of therapy. Potential participants needed to have completed the whole course of DIT three weeks to 10 months before the recruitment and for their pre-therapy score on the patient health questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams 2001) to have been between the clinical cut-offs for mild and moderately severe depression (scores: 5–19). Individuals were excluded if they
IPA studies typically use a small sample size because they are primarily concerned with an in-depth, interpretative analysis of rich accounts. Smith et al. (2009) recommend three to six participants as a sufficient number.

**Data collection**

The schedule of a semi-structured interview was developed by drawing on literature about clients’ experiences of therapy (e.g. Elliott & James, 1989; Lilliengren & Werbart, 2005). Subsequently, it was refined based on the feedback received from an independent audit by a peer-support group and the responses of the first two participants.

The interview schedule covered the following areas: participants’ experiences of DIT, how their understanding of their difficulties was possibly shaped by DIT and the possible impact of DIT on participants’ lives and relationships. The interviews were conducted in the service premises by the first author who had no previous relationship to the service. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed.
**Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy**

**Questionnaires**

Quantitative data can help situate the sample in qualitative research. Therefore the scores on the PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001) and the generalized anxiety disorder-7 (GAD-7) (Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams, & Lowe, 2006), completed as part of routine clinical practice, were used to calculate whether reliable and clinically significant change (RCSC) (Evans, Margison, & Barkham, 1998) was achieved. The PHQ-9 and the GAD-7 measure the presence and severity of depression or anxiety, respectively. The score range of the PHQ-9 is 0–27, while that of GAD-7 is 0–21, with higher scores indicating greater severity of symptoms. Both the PHQ-9 and the GAD-7 have excellent internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.89$ and $\alpha = 0.92$, respectively) and good test-retest reliability ($r = 0.84$ and $r = 0.83$, respectively), while both were standardised in primary care (Kroenke et al., 2001; Spitzer et al., 2006).

**Analysis**

**Reliable and clinically significant change.** Based on the method described by Jacobson and Truax (1991), participants’ scores on the PHQ-9 and GAD-7 were used to calculate RCSC. Normative data for the PHQ-9 were taken from Kroenke et al. (2001) and McMillan, Gilbody, and Richards (2010), while for the GAD-7, from Spitzer et al. (2006) and Richards and Borglin (2011).

**Qualitative data.** The stages of the IPA analytic process (Smith et al., 2009) were followed. After reading each transcript several times and making reflective comments, emergent themes were identified for each interview. Subsequently, comparing the themes across the group led to higher-order clusters, constituting superordinate themes. The initial themes were repeatedly checked against the original text and further refined.

To enhance the trustworthiness of the analysis, an audit trail was kept, multiple extracts from participants were provided, the third author acted as ‘additional analytical auditor’ and peers provided feedback.

**Results**

**RCSC results**

According to Table 2, Alan’s and Lisa’s decrease in depressive symptoms achieved RCSC, while Matthew’s relevant decrease achieved RC (Table 2). In relation to GAD-7, Eric and Lisa achieved RCSC. Eric’s pre-therapy score on the PHQ-9 and Angela’s pre-therapy score on the GAD-7 were so low that estimation of CSC was not applicable.
Table 2. Pre- and post-therapy scores on PHQ-9 and GAD-7 and CSC and RC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PHQ-9</th>
<th>GAD-7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-therapy score</td>
<td>Post-therapy score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CSC was not applicable – pre-therapy score was already below the estimated clinical cut-off.*
Qualitative findings
This article presents two emerging superordinate themes.

(1) Responses to Distinct Elements of DIT
Subordinate themes:
The level of direction in DIT as adequate or unsatisfactory
The time limitations as a source of anxiety and incentive

(2) Impact of Therapy
Subordinate themes:
Feeling empowered to attend to own needs and to reach out for help
Unblocking obstacles to enrich lifestyle and relationships
‘Rather the beginning of a journey than the end’ (Eric)

The above themes are discussed below and illustrated by extracts from participants’ accounts. English was not Eric’s first language and this seems to have somewhat reduced the clarity of his ideas. However, every effort was made for his voice to be equally represented.

Responses to distinct elements of DIT
This superordinate theme captures the meaning attributed to two distinct elements of DIT: the DIT style and the limited number of sessions.

The level of direction in DIT as adequate or unsatisfactory. With the exception of Eric, most of the participants painted a picture of an engaging therapist who would ask questions and prompt clients to reflect and draw conclusions. For example:

I don’t think he [the therapist] had to, he had to say much, just asking specific questions that he thought I needed to kind of ask myself sort of thing, and then I started talking and talking more about and so forth and so forth, and I know he ‘d sometimes go over and over certain things, and he probably picked up on certain things I kept going over, and questioning me more about these certain things and so forth, and that’s how I had conversations and discussions that helped me just to umm pick through all the crap that was going on in my head sort of thing, umm, so, so it was interesting, very interesting. (Matthew)

Alan and Angela noted how their therapist would move the sessions in a certain direction. Their calm tone of voice and the content of their speech convey a sense of containment which seems to result from their impression that their therapist was taking the lead at times:
There were times I wanted to steer the therapy in a certain direction and [therapist’s name anonymised] would steer it back into the direction that she thought we ought to go. (Alan)

He [the therapist], yeah, he made me see things much more clearly. It was not just me talking all the time, he was able to [pause] um pinpoint certain things, he was able to uum, direct me to different path, different way of thinking. (Angela)

On the other hand, Eric perceived his therapist’s style as ‘uncertain’, which seemed to have evoked feelings of discontent:

Maybe because sometimes I would just [pause], I, he would be listening to me, he would be listening to me and I expected him to talk more to try to tell me this is, this is because of that, he always used ‘maybe’, ‘perhaps’, you know, which in my brain, I had the impression that he was not sure. (Eric)

Eric, and also Lisa, expressed a wish for more solution-focused interventions:

But I don’t think I got, you know, some solution, you know, about what to do, about how to, let’s say, you have for example panic attacks, what you should do? ... To start thinking or to stop thinking, you know, I didn’t get anything like, you know, distraction. (Eric)

I wanted more in terms of, like cos with me and [her therapist’s name], it was just us two, that I would have wanted like, for me to be able to bring someone else in and say how do I [pause] interact with that person. (Lisa)

Eric’s and Lisa’s views above could be appreciated more fully when they are placed in the context of their lived worlds, as that emerged in the interviews. In his interview, Eric talked about his need for ‘a stronger authority’ and a dream about how his ‘dad [is] a stronger person than’ him. In contrast, he expresses disappointment with his therapist’s tentative style. In her interview, Lisa talked about having had ‘high expectations’ in her life in general and in her therapy in particular, as her expectation about DIT was that she ‘would go in, and come out cured’. Instead Lisa left therapy feeling that she wanted more as described above.

The time limitations as a source of anxiety and incentive. The time limitations evoked ambivalent feelings in some participants. While they appeared to have assisted the maintenance of focus in therapy and perhaps accelerated the processes, they may have also caused stress:

You always had that in your mind, like week eleven, okay, oh no, we’ve only got like seven weeks, seven sessions left, and you always had that in mind but you had to try and cram, sometimes I felt like that I had to try and cram everything so that I made sure that I was making full use of [her therapist’s name]. (Lisa)
When you are fixed for a number of sessions, you think OK, I got five more sessions, I got four more sessions, I got three, and that feeling that you are not going to have this relationship, it’s quite [sighs], I am not gonna say stressful, but it sort of concentrates your mind that there is going to be a final session ... because you know that there is going to be an end, everything comes to a point, you are a lot more motivated to get stuff out. (Alan)

The next extracts demonstrate how Alan’s and Lisa’s strong awareness of the time left in therapy, combined with the clear structure of DIT, created a sense of orientation and sequence:

There are signposts so that you know where you are and where you are getting towards the end and although you don’t really want to reach that destination um … at least you can see it ahead. (Alan)

But I liked the process in terms of how it was broken down, like the initial phase and then the middle bit and then the end. (Lisa)

Lisa’s tendency to fit things in ‘a perfect little box’, reported elsewhere in her interview, could partly explain why she enjoyed the sense of structure and orientation in DIT.

In contrast, Eric’s scepticism towards the time constraints made him doubt the overall value of a brief therapy and limited his ability to use the sessions effectively:

So, he was working really his hours, you understand, he was working reading his, you know, uum ... bu, but can you imagine somebody wants to help you and use the egg timer, you know, going down, I mean to 16 h, so I got the impression like this is instant help. You can’t put things in a timeframe, you know.

I: But I am interested in what you mean by instant help.

I mean I was aware all the time I had 16 h and you know, so we have 16 h to talk about this and about that {..} so you don’t feel like honest help, if somebody limits my time. (Eric)

Eric’s long-standing difficulties in trusting others, described elsewhere in his interview, may perhaps account for his apparent struggle with the brief nature of therapy.

Trying to understand how Lisa’s and Eric’s lived experiences may have shaped their views of DIT in the above two themes leads to tentative conclusions about how one’s internal and relational struggles may colour their experience of therapy.
The impact of therapy

This superordinate theme deals with the end products of DIT and its perceived impact, as reported by participants.

Feeling empowered to attend to own needs and to reach out for help. DIT appeared to have increased most participants’ awareness of their needs/vulnerabilities and empowered them to be more accepting of and/or attentive to them, often bringing about relational changes.

Angela and Lisa explained how DIT helped them recognise and prioritise their own needs and desires over ‘pleasing other people’ (Lisa):

... it [DIT] was all about me, it was me, me and me {...} after a very long time I was able to think about myself, how I feel, how things affect me {...} Yeah, I am a person, yes, I am important as well {...} I’m not here to serve the rest of the world, they owe me something as well you know and I’d like that. (Angela)

... But now it’s, I’m kind of changing that and it’s when someone calls me and asks me for something, ‘well actually hold on a sec, um, let me check my diary’ {...} And if it doesn’t fit in my lifestyle I’m gonna have to say to you ‘I’m sorry I can’t do that’ whereas before even if I couldn’t do that, I always used to say ‘yes’ and then I would be stressing. (Lisa)

Eric was trying to act like ‘a hundred percent a man’ and hide his weaknesses and his concealed view of himself as ‘a disabled person’. DIT seems to have helped him start changing this attitude, although this change also sounds painful:

Maybe I didn’t like the way, you know, that I started to think about myself like somebody who got problems, but actually I think that’s not realistic; everyone, I think, at some stage, may need some help, some people more often than others and more help. (Eric)

In the next extract, Eric sounds to have started overcoming possible feelings of shame related to a bodily manifestation of his problems and becoming less withdrawn:

That was one of the reasons that I accepted to talk to you because it [the attitude to the bodily manifestation] changed quite a lot since I spoke to doctor [referring to the DIT therapist], then I said to myself, look I don’t care what somebody would think or if it happens, just don’t fight it anymore, because I’ve been fighting it all my life. (Eric)

Three other participants also described how after DIT they adopted a more active role in expressing their needs than before:
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

What therapy helped me to realise was that I could actually tell people that I was having a problem. (Alan)

I’m trying to reach out to other people and talk to them {..} which is something I wasn’t doing before. (Lisa)

I used to, I used not to, talk about things {...} but if there is something that really, really bothers me these days, I’ll tell whatever it is that bothers me, and whether they’ll get upset or not, that’s down to them. (Matthew)

Overall, this theme should be seen as complementary to the following one.

Unblocking obstacles to enrich lifestyle and relationships. This theme captures a sense of discovery as if what was previously blocking participants’ ability to relate fully to life and to others has been freed up so that participants can engage more meaningfully with activities and other people.

Angela described how, thanks to therapy, she became involved in things that she had always been interested in but had not previously dared to do. Such activities included going on holidays, learning to use computers and completing college. She also reported an increased ability to enjoy things:

I wouldn’t enjoy it, I would sit there worrying about what my mum is doing so I think that DIT helped me to enjoy things more fully than I did before. (Angela)

The following accounts seem to convey a more flexible and enriched way of thinking and relating to others as the result of DIT:

Everything was always fit into a perfect little box and um it was good within the sessions to be able to say, well actually not everything in your life can be perfect{...} So it was good just to be able to have that, how to react with other people if something happens and it doesn’t fit into that little box, how can you engage with other people to kind of see well actually this didn’t happen, what’s the next step, so it was really helpful. (Lisa)

What I found out from therapy was that there are different ways of relating to people, that you don’t necessarily have to sort of [pause] come from the point of view of art, that you just, you know, engage them in conversations, that you just listen to them and there is nothing at all interesting but the give and take. (Alan)

I would be in a world of my own, and whatever, whatever, looking dozy, and looking sad and doing my own thing I don’t know, now I am probably more engaging if somebody comes and speaks to me, I ll ... I don’t know, I am more welcoming to speak to them and have a laugh and joke, I am not so ... I think the expressions on my face changed so in a way that I am not as miserable as I used to be [laughing]. (Mathew)
The above extracts convey a sense of the participants being more open to interactions with others and feeling more relaxed in these interactions.

‘Rather the beginning of a journey than the end’ (Eric). Most participants reported that coming to terms with their psychic struggles was an ongoing process continuing after the end of DIT. The diversity of participants’ emotional reactions to this realisation is of particular interest.

Matthew’s and Angela’s extracts convey a sense of stoicism and hope, seemingly deriving from their impression that DIT had equipped them with the psychic strength to approach their remaining struggles differently:

I’ll have good days and I’ll have bad days, it’s just deal, you deal better with the bad days. (Matthew)

I have now come out of that depression and a long way down, I have come now quite a bit, but this does not stop me from feeling down at times. If I didn’t have my DIT, I don’t think, I would feel horrible, just loading my guilt and whatever, and I would feel worse and worse and worse. (Angela)

In contrast, Eric feels that DIT did not adequately prepare him to deal fully with his ‘unsolved problems’ after therapy had ended:

What happened after my therapy, actually I found a job; I found even a girlfriend, then again; and it seemed you know like I got better, but what happened? I got so stressed in job, you know, it was a very demanding job, I couldn’t handle it. I mean it’s really like I hate to go to work in the morning sometimes, and I ended my relationship because of my problems being still unsolved. (Eric)

Although in the above extract, Eric describes not having maintained some of the changes that he achieved after the end of therapy, elsewhere in his interview he says that there are occasions on which he goes ‘back to the DIT session in’ his ‘head and try to see what’ he ‘can use from there’. In fact, he reflects on how some of the conclusions drawn in therapy helped him to understand the reasons for his relationship breaking up:

I tried to be strong and I broke up with somebody because I got like, I got sort of, you know, I didn’t, didn’t want, I didn’t want so much softness {...} because I misunderstood that of being pity, instead of being loved. (Eric)

Finally, Lisa describes how the end-of-therapy letter helped the digestion of the therapeutic material after therapy had ended:

So I didn’t have that time to kinda process everything; Which is something that goodbye letter helps, you know that I can look back at it and process it a bit and think actually, this is what the session, I got out of the session, this is what we identified and worked on. (Lisa)
**Integration of RCSC and qualitative results**

With the exception of Lisa, who described DIT as ‘life-changing’ and achieved RCSC on the PHQ-9 and the GAD-7, participants’ qualitative accounts of change and their RCSC findings did not often agree with each other. More specifically, while Eric described his experience of DIT and its impact in overtly negative terms, he achieved RCSC on GAD-7 while his pre- and post-therapy depressive symptoms were under the clinical cut-offs. Paradoxically, despite the fact that neither Matthew’s nor Angela’s symptoms achieved CSC, they both greatly praised DIT. Similarly, although Alan had ‘nothing but praise for {...} the whole process’, his anxiety symptoms did not achieve RC or CSC.

**Discussion**

**Responses to distinct elements of DIT**

These findings are initially discussed in relation to the first question that this article posed: how have clients experienced DIT, with a particular focus on findings pertinent to its active and brief aspects. Participants’ overall reflections on the therapeutic style and length of therapy of DIT indicated that the model was acceptable, at least to a fair extent, to most clients. Some participants’ complex reactions to these elements of DIT are also discussed.

The level of direction in DIT as adequate or unsatisfactory. Most participants described their therapists as providing guidance and focus without being overtly directive. These findings are congruent with the theoretical description of the DIT stance, which, although rooted in the analytic attitude, favouring reflection over action also aims to be more active and focused than the approach in long-term PP (Lemma et al., 2011a). Indeed, the perceived sense of adequacy of direction described here is different from the findings of studies of clients’ experiences of long-term PP, where the therapist’s reduced activity and limited guidance are commonly experienced as hindering/unhelpful (e.g. Lilliengren & Werbart, 2005; Yakeley & Wood, 2011). Hence, in contrast to qualitative findings regarding the style of long-term PP, the more active and collaborative style of DIT is perceived as engaging.

On the other hand, some participants felt that more guidance was needed. As in long-term PP, DIT appears to expect the client to be interested in reflecting on his/her difficulties, rather than the therapist directly suggesting strategies for relieving distress (Lemma et al., 2011a), an aspect which a couple of participants struggled with. In particular, Eric appeared to have perceived his DIT therapist’s style as uncertain and Lisa wished for solution-focused interventions. These comments, when they are taken as face-value, may indicate limitations of the model as compared to action-oriented interventions. However, if one stays open to the idea that these comments may also represent clients’ internal struggles then they can also be viewed as part of the therapeutic material that is generated in the sessions. Indeed, Eric’s comment about his need for a strong authority figure and Lisa’s
apparent tendency for perfectionism, described elsewhere in their interview, indicate that these comments may also reflect internal struggles.

*The time limitations as a source of anxiety and incentive.* As stated in the introduction, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study exploring clients’ experiences of brief PP. Alan’s and Lisa’s extracts convey the sense that the time limitations were experienced as motivating and orientating influences in therapy, but they also created feelings of anxiety. These stressful feelings that the brief nature of DIT has created could hopefully be treated by the clinicians as opportunities for increasing insight, and perhaps should not discourage psychodynamic practitioners accustomed to long-term work from delivering a brief model.

In contrast, Eric’s frustration seems to encapsulate more difficult dynamics, as Eric appeared to have rejected the potential value of DIT because of its brevity. Eric’s negative reaction might be better understood in the light of Høglend’s (1993) recommendations that individuals with difficulties in trusting others are less likely to benefit from brief therapy.

Both the adoption of an analytic attitude which favours reflection over action and the time limitations of DIT seem to correspond partly to the concept of the therapeutic frame, as defined by Gray (1994) both as a practical ‘contract [...] setting out how the [therapeutic] work is to be conducted’ (p. 7) and a framework that has connections with past experiences of care. In this theoretical context, these distinct elements of DIT discussed here – the active but analytic stance and the time limitations – can provide a context in which transference is manifested, shedding light on the client’s internal representations. Indeed, in the current study for two participants (Eric, Lisa) whose lived worlds emerge in their interviews, connections can be drawn between their reactions to the therapeutic frame of DIT and their apparent internal and relational experiences. Thus, DIT therapists may want to pay close attention to their clients’ reactions to these distinct elements of DIT, which may reveal information about the phenomenology of therapy but they could also represent transference reactions. The therapist then may need to decide whether to manage or interpret these feelings, as transference interpretations in DIT are encouraged only if they linked to the IPAF.

*The impact of therapy*

This superordinate theme refers to the nature of changes that participants experienced as the result of DIT. The discussion of this superordinate theme aims to answer the following question of our study: How did clients make sense of the possible impact of DIT on their difficulties and their lives?

*Feeling empowered to attend to own needs/vulnerabilities and reach out.* Most participants appeared to have become more aware and accepting of their own
needs and desires and better able to attend to them after the end of the therapy. Paradoxically, the behavioural and emotional strategies previously employed by the participants, such as prioritising others’ needs over their own or distancing themselves, may have prevented them from meeting their own needs. Indeed, relevant research suggests that behavioural strategies adopted by individuals with depression prevent them from accomplishing their needs satisfactorily (Hershenberg & Davilla, 2010; O’Connor, Berry, Lewis, Mulherin, & Yi, 2007). In fact, as with the current participants, research suggests that some depressed individuals may adopt an avoidant style towards others (Hershenberg & Davilla, 2010) or even adopt seemingly altruistic behaviours which are initiated by increased levels of empathic distress and interpersonal guilt (O’Connor et al., 2007). DIT conceptualises such reactions as part of the unconscious defences which may be there to protect the individuals from painful feelings but which end up maintaining their difficulties. It is one of the tasks of DIT to shift these defences and help clients to achieve tangible changes in their relationships with others. This seems to have been achieved for several participants who described having been more able to reach out to others (Alan, Lisa, Matthew) or having at least been less avoidant (Eric).

Unblocking obstacles to enrich lifestyle and relationships. Unlike more traditional psychodynamic therapies which give the main weight to intrapersonal factors, DIT treats interpersonal factors as equally important for promoting change. Depression is conceptualised to be partly the result of temporary disorganisation of the attachment system caused by relationship difficulties. Therefore, a major aim of DIT is to encourage the clients to try new ways of relating with others, transferring what is learnt in the sessions to real life (Lemma et al., 2011a). Indeed, the participants in this study sounded to have become more open and engaging in relationships with others. These outcomes appear to be in line with the core aims of DIT.

There is also an implicit sense that clients’ reflective capacity has been enhanced. For example, Angela’s worrying, which she linked with a sense of guilt in other parts of her interview and which was previously blocking her capacity to enjoy things, became less prominent. Lisa’s apparent overcoming of her tendency to fit everything into a little box led to more meaningful ways of relating. One cannot help wondering whether this apparently enhanced reflective capacity may partly account for the reported relational changes. Such a hypothesis would fit with the theoretical ideas of DIT about enhancing clients’ ability to mentalise about their own and others’ mind as a way of encouraging relational change (Lemma et al., 2010).
Rather the beginning of a journey than the end (Eric). This final subtheme regarding the impact of DIT captures participants’ perception that the process of change continued after the completion of therapy. This finding is compatible with the ‘sleeper effect’ (Levy, 2009, p. 203) phenomenon, which refers to the improvements brought about by PP carrying on after its termination (Taylor, 2008). Interestingly, one of the participants (Eric) described how although he has not been able to maintain all the progress made, he can use the insight gained in therapy to reflect on the reasons behind his setbacks. These reflections could also be viewed as part of the process of change, which continues after the end of therapy.

Further, participants’ accounts in our study conveyed the sense that clients had an active role in the process of change after the end of therapy and a sense that part of the psychic change had not been entirely completed. This is in line with Holmes’ (1994) comment that the sense that ‘much psychic work has been left undone {...} balanced by an affirmation of the patient’s autonomy and capacity to cope’ (p. 13) colours the ending of brief PP. Indeed, this sense appears distinct to brief PP, given that in a recent review of clients’ experiences of long-term PP (Leonidaki, in preparation) such findings did not come up. In the current study, our participants’ different emotional reactions to the above realisation indicate the need for clinicians to prepare their clients for the emotional challenges attached to the end of time-limited PP. DIT itself places great emphasis on the emotional processing of the ending of therapy.

Integration of RCSC and qualitative results

Finally, given that systematic monitoring is at the heart of IAPT, the lack of concordance between the participants’ reported changes and their RCSC scores on outcome measures may merit further investigation. This lack of concordance could, at least partly, be explained by DIT not being a symptom-focused therapy but instead aims for affective and relational changes and shifts in the capacity for thinking which are difficult to measure. If future research replicates the observed inconsistency between quantitative and qualitative evaluation of DIT, then a clear risk of a misleading evaluation of DIT by the use of IAPT outcomes measures and the need for employment and/or development of more sophisticated outcome measures may be identified.

Limitations

The limitations of this study occurred both as a result of the restricted sampling pool and also the nature of the methodology employed. The small sample size and the low response rate, albeit common elements of IPA research, introduce the risk of the sample not being representative of the wider sampling pool and hence limit the transferability of the findings. Recruitment difficulties, including
having to employ a retrospective method of recruitment due to time restrictions, accounted for this limitation. Additionally, as it is the case in every qualitative study, participants’ expressed views have probably been influenced by various factors, such as how articulate and reflective participants were or the presence of social desirability bias. A limitation of the QHFD is that it relies on participants’ retrospective recall of therapy, which may distort their memories. We tried to address this limitation by excluding individuals who had completed DIT more than 10 months prior to the interview. Although the original recruitment plan was to invite only clients who had completed therapy up to 6 months prior to the interview, because of recruitment difficulties the plan was revised to invite all the clients who completed therapy any time between 3 weeks and 10 months before the interview. No noticeable differences were observed in the interviews between clients who had completed therapy more recently than others.

**Conclusion**

The current study explored clients’ experiences of DIT using IPA. It makes an original contribution to the literature by providing information about the acceptability and perceived impact of DIT, focusing for the first time on clients’ experiences of the time-limited aspects of PP. The DIT style appeared mostly acceptable to clients, while the time constraints provoked emotionally charged responses, which can be treated as therapeutic opportunities. In line with psychoanalytic theory, DIT appeared to have brought about broad changes of an emotional and relational nature, while these changes remained ongoing after therapy had ended. Most of above reported changes were not captured by the IAPT outcome measures, however, which raises questions about the appropriate evaluation of PP via psychometric questionnaires measuring symptomatic changes.
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